Wide Format Printing

Visual advertising that gets your brand noticed

Whether it’s turnkey point of purchase retail displays or complex trade show exhibits, we can help you get the maximum marketing impact and win your clients over with rich hues, vibrant colors, stunning images and superior text on a wide range of display graphics.

Outdoor signage is the perfect media that is bold enough to grab attention from afar. Our expansive outdoor product line gives you the flexibility to advertise on the side of a building, along the fence or at curbside using materials that are made to endure the harsh elements and keep your colors vivid.

We offer a wide range of indoor signage options from single/double retractable banners to grand format backdrops and everything in between. Choose from a wide selection of fabric, vinyl and backlit materials with weights up to 18oz.

Visually engage with consumers! When it comes to trade shows and events – first impressions are made from across the floor. You have only seconds to engage with attendees, your graphics and printed materials play an important role. Let's us help you capture their attention with graphics that demand a second look and printed materials that are color calibrated to protect your brand identity.

Influence buyers and gain a competitive edge using promotional & POP displays that get noticed. We offer high-quality printing on a wide selection of media that is sturdy enough to hold your products, using ink that is bold enough to attract attention.

Our advanced technology can easily turn your graphic art into breathtaking wall paper that instantly transforms your lobby or office walls into visual advertising that leaves a lasting impression.

Window and floor graphics are great for showcasing new products, announcing your big sale, enticing customers or directing traffic. Perfect application for retail, hospitals and auto dealers. We’ll help you choose the best adhesive-backed vinyl substrates and overlaminates on the market to make sure your graphics suit whatever specific application you may need.

Wrapping your vehicle in eye-catching graphics is one of the most cost-effective ways to advertise. The average vehicle driven 15,000 miles will pass in front of nine million other vehicles reaching nearly 85% of people of all income levels. Our materials are the best on the market and made to conform, stretch and withstand harsh elements.

Superior Image Quality & Definition:
> Unique 6-color system ensures sharp images & text
> Print sizes up to 126” x 200’
> Ability to print on a wide range of stocks & weights
> Extensive line of frames, stands & exhibit displays
> Quick turnaround time

We’re ecoFRIENDLY!
Vision Graphics is one of only a few printers that utilize wide format presses that are environmentally friendly. We use water-based latex inks which are non flammable, meet GREENGUARD criteria and do not produce hazardous air pollutants. This means our wide format products are suitable for hospitals, schools and any setting where using harsh chemicals and odors are a concern.

"Our team just got back from the trade show and had wonderful things to say about the signage - everything looked and worked great! Kudos to your team for putting this all together on such a tight turn!"
– Director of Marketing